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Abstract
We introduce a new denition of weak conuences and show that they are equivalent to -
inertness without any appealing to -well-foundedness. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The concepts of strong and observation conuences in process theory were intro-
duced and studied rst by Milner [3, 4]. Afterwards, they were applied to some im-
portant areas of applications such as on the y reduction of nite state spaces and
the verication of protocols. Recently, Groote and Sellink [2] presented a thorough
treatment of conuence in the general setting of transition systems (for a systematic
exposition on transition systems, see [1]), analysed the relationship between conuence
and -inertness, gave some sucient conditions for conuence of (clustered) linear pro-
cesses and used the notions of conuence and -inertness as tools to reduce state spaces
and to carry out verications on linear processes. In particular, they showed that weak
conuence and -inertness are equivalent each other under the condition that the tran-
sition system in question is -well-founded. Since the condition of -well-foundedness
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is very restrictive and many transition systems in real applications do not satisfy this
condition, they made further a distinction between progressing and non-progressing ’s
and weakened slightly this condition by progressing -well-foundedness.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new notion of weak conuence and to
establish the equivalence between our new weak conuence and -inertness without
any appealing to -well-foundedness.
2. Preliminaries
Let ACT be a set and 2ACT . All elements in ACT are called actions and 
is called the silent action. A transition system is a pair (S;!) with S a set whose
elements are called states and !  S ACT  S which is called the transition relation.
We write s a! t for (s; a; t)2!. s 

! t means s  u1 !    ! un t for some n>1
and u1; : : : ; un 2 S . s a) t stands for s 

! u a! v 

! t for some u; v2 S and s a t stands
for s a) t; or a   and s 

! t: If = a1 : : : an 2 (ACT − fg)n; then s ) t means that
s
a1) u1
a2)    an−1) un−1
an) t for some u1; : : : ; un−1 2 S and s ) means that s ) t for some
t 2 S.
Denition 2.1. A relation R S  S is called a weak bisimulation on (S;!) i for all
s, s0 2 S,
sRs0)
8<
:
s a! t ) 9t0: s0 a t0 ^ tRt0;
s0 a! t0 ) 9t: s a t ^ tRt0:
The union of all weak bisimulations on (S;!) is called the weak bisimilarity on
(S;!) and it is denoted by $−w .
Denition 2.2. A relation R S  S is called a branching bisimulation on (S;!) i
for all s; s0 2 S,
sRs0 )
8<
:
s a! t ) [a   ^ tRs0] _ [9u; u0: s0 

! u a! u0 ^ sRu ^ tRu0;
s0 a! t0 ) [a   ^ sRt0] _ [9u; u0: s 

! u a! u0 ^ uRs0 ^ u0Rt0:
The union of all branching bisimulations on (S;!) is called the weak bisimilarity
on (S;!) and denoted by $−b . (For a detailed discussion on branching bisimulations,
see [6].)
Denition 2.3. Let s; t 2 S. Then s and t are said to be trace-equivalent, denoted by
s  t; if for all 2 (ACT − fg)= S1n=0 (ACT − fg)n, s ) i t ) .
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Denition 2.4. A transition system (S;!) is said to be weakly conuent i for any
a2ACT and for any pair s a! t and s ! s0 of steps, there exists t0 2 S such that s0 a t0
and t 

! t0.
In Denitions 3.3, 3.6 and 4.2 of Groote and Sellink [2], steps s a! t and s ! s0 were
supposed to be dierent. But it is easy to see that the conditions in these denitions
hold trivially when s a! t and s ! s0 are the same step. So we omit the word \dierent"
here and in the following Denition 2.5.
Denition 2.5. Let  S  S. A transition system (S;!) is said to be weakly -
conuent i for any a2ACT and for any pair s a! t and s ! s0 of steps, there exist
u; u0 2 S such that s0 a u0, t 

! u and u u0.
Denition 2.6. Let  S  S. A transition system (S;!) is said to be -inert with
respect to  i for all s; t 2 S, s ! t ) s t.
Denition 2.7. A transition system (S;!) is said to be -well-founded i there is no
innite sequence of the form s1
! s2 ! s3 !    .
Some of the main results in [2] are
Theorem 2.1. Let (S;!) be -well-founded. If (S;!) is weakly conuent; then it is
-inert with respect to $−b (and $−w ).
Theorem 2.2. Let (S;!) be -well-founded. Then (S;!) is weakly $−w (resp. $−b )-
conuent i it is -inert with respect to $−w (resp. $−b ).
Theorem 2.3. -well-founded; weakly -conuent transition systems are -inert with
respect to .
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Remark. In [2], the proofs of the main results such as Lemmas 3.4, 3.7, 5.6 and 5.7 and
Theorem 7.2 are quite elegant. However, it is worth noting that all of them are given
by induction on the length d(s) of the longest chain of -steps starting from some state
s in a -well-founded transition system and so they are not correct in general because
d(s) might be innite even in a -well-founded transition system. For example, let
ACT = fg; S = fsg[S1n=1fsn1; : : : ; snng and ! be given as s ! s11; s ! s21 ! s22; : : : ;
s ! sn1 !    ! snn; : : : . Obviously, the transition system given here is -well-founded
but d(s) is innite. (In the other side, if the transition system in question is nitely
branching, then Konig’s lemma guarantees that d(s) is nite.) Here, we point out that
these results themselves are really valid although their proofs presented in [2] are not
correct and we can give correct proofs of them in a very involved way (but we are
not going to present these proofs here).
In the above two theorems, the conclusion rely heavily on -well-foundedness of the
transition system in question. As pointed out by Groote and Sellink [2], many realistic
examples of protocol specication correspond to transition systems that are not -well-
founded. So the requirement of -well-foundedness in the above theorems is a serious
drawback and we hope to nd some way to remove it. For this purpose, Groote and
Sellink distinguished progressing -steps and non-progressing -steps and introduced
some slightly more subtle notions of weak conuence, weak >-conuence and weak
>--conuence, which only rely on well-foundedness of the progressing -steps in
Section 5 of Groote and Sellink [2]. In the next section, however, we shall introduce
some notions of weak conuence which can be used to remove -well-foundedness
completely.
3. Weak conuence revisted
To motivate our new denition of weak conuence, let us recall the story about
revision of denition of weak bisimulation up to weak bisimilarity (cf. [4, Section 5.2]
and [5, pp. 3 and 4]). Originally, the denition of weak bisimulation up to weak
bisimilarity was given in the following way: R S  S is called a weak bisimulation
up to $−w on transition system (S;!) i for all s, s0 2 S,
sRs0 )
8<
:
s a! t ) 9t0: s0 a t0 ^ t $−w R$−w t0;
s0 a! t0 ) 9t: s a t ^ t $−w R$−w t0:
After a short time, Sjodin and Jonsson found a counter-example to demonstrate
that the intended result that if R is a weak bisimulation up to $−w then $−w R$−w
is a weak bisimulation does not hold. (By trying to deduce that $−w R$−w is a
weak bisimulation from that R is a weak bisimulation up to $−w in the sense of the
above denition, we shall nd that a condition similar to -well-foundedness should
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be added.) Thus, Milner had to revise this denition as follows: R S  S is called a
weak bisimulation up to $−w on transition system (S;!) i for all s; s0 2 S,
sRs0 )
8<
:
s a) t ) 9t0: s0 a t0 ^ t $−w R$−w t0;
s0 a) t0 ) 9t: s a t ^ t $−w R$−w t0:
By the above observation, we naturally conceive that the denition of weak conu-
ences may be modied in a similar way.
Denition 3.1 (The revised version of Denition 2.4). A transition system (S;!) is
said to be weakly conuent i for any a2ACT and for any pair s a) t and s ! s0;
there exists t0 2 S such that s0 a t0 and t 

! t0.
Denition 3.2 (The revised version of Denition 2.5). Let  S  S. A transition
system (S;!) is said to be weakly -conuent i for any a2ACT and for any pair
s a) t and s ! s0; there exist u; u0 2 S such that s0 a u0, t 

! u and u u0.
It is easy to see that the notions of weak conuence given here are stronger than
the corresponding ones in Denitions 2.4 and 2.5.
Lemma 3.1. If s$−w s0 and s a t; then there exists t0 2 S such that t $−w t0 and s0 a t0.
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Proof. First, with induction on m we may prove the following
Claim. If s 
m
! t and s$−w s0; then there exists t0 2 S such that s0 

! t0
and t $−w t0:
Now, we come to prove the conclusion of this lemma. For the case of a 
and s t; it is clear. Now, we suppose that s 
m
! u a! v 
n
! t: From the above claim,
we know that for some u0; s0 

! u0 and u$−w u0: Since $−w is a weak bisimula-
tion, there must be v0 2 S such that u0 a v0 and v$−w v0: By using the above claim
again, we can nd some t0 2 S with v0 

! t0 and t $−w t0: Thus, s0 

! u0 a v0 

! t0
and s0
a
 t0.
Theorem 3.2. A transition system (S;!) is weakly $−w -conuent (according to
Denition 3.2) i it is -inert with respect to $−w .
Proof. ()) Let Bw = f(x; y) : x ! y or x$−w yg. We want to show that Bw is a weak
bisimulation, where Bw is the reexive and transitive closure of Bw ; i.e., Bw =
S1
n=0 B
n
w ;
B0w = IdS ; B
n+1
w =B
n
wBw (n>0):
Suppose that sBnws
0: It suces to prove
(i) if s a! t; then s0 a t0 and tBwt0 for some t0 2 S; and
(ii) if s0 a! t0; then s a t and tBwt0 for some t 2 S:
First, we consider (i). To this end, we proceed by induction on n: If n=0; it is
obvious. Now, assume that sBnws1Bws
0: The induction hypothesis asserts that there exists
t1 2 S such that s1 a t1 and tBwt1:
Case 1: s1
! s0: If a  and s1 t1; then we set t0 s0 and it holds that tBwt1
s1
! s0 t0; tBwt0 and s0
a
 s0 t0: Otherwise, s1 a) t1: Since (S;!) is weakly $−w -
conuent, there are t2; t0 2 S such that s0 a t0; t1 

! t2 and t2 $−w t0: Then tBwt1 

! t2 $−w t0
and tBwt0:
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Case 2: s1
$−w s0. With Lemma 3.1, we have some t0 2 S such that s0 a t0 and
t1
$−w t0: So tBwt1 $−w t0 and tBwt0:
Secondly, we prove (ii) by induction on n: If n=0; it is obvious. Now, let sBws1Bnws
0:
From the induction hypothesis, we know that for some t1 2 S; s1 a t1 and t1Bwt0: If
s ! s1; then we set t t1 and obtain s ! s1 a t1 t; s a t; and t t1Bwt0:
If s$−w s1; then with Lemma 3.1 we have some t 2 S such that s a t and t $−w t1:
Thus, t $−w t1Bwt0 and tBwt0:
(() Let s a) t and s ! s0: Then s$−w s0 because (S;!) is -inert with respect to
$−w .
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From Lemma 3.1, we know that for some t0 2 S; s0 a t0 and $−w t0. So t $−w t
$−w t0.
Lemma 3.3. If s$−b s0 and s a t; then there exists t0 2 S such that t $−b t0 and s0 a t0:
Proof. Similar to Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.4. A transition system (S;!) is weakly $−b -conuent (according to
Denition 3.2) i it is -inert with respect to $−b .
Proof. ()) Put Bb = f(x; y) : x !y; or x !y; or x$−w yg: We are going to show
that Bb is a branching bisimulation. Since Bb and Bb are symmetric, it suces to
demonstrate the following
Claim. If sBnbs
0 and s a! t; then a  and tBb s0; or there exist u; t0 2 S such that
s0 

! u a! t0; sBb u and tBb t0:
We proceed by induction on n: If n=0; it is clear. Now, we assume that sBnbs1Bbs
0:
With the induction hypothesis, we only need to consider the following two
cases:
Case 1: a   and tBb s1: In this case, tBb s1Bb s0 and tBb s0:
Case 2: There are u1; t1 2 S such that s1 

! u1 a! t1; sBb u1 and tBb t1:
If a  ; then tBb t1  u1 

 s1 ! s0; tBb s0; and the conclusion holds. In the sequel,
we suppose that a 6 :
Subcase 2.1: s1
! s0: Now, there are k>0; w; w0 2 S such that s0  w0 and u1 

!w
$−b w0 because (S;!) is weakly $−b -conuent. By induction on k; it is easy to
show that w
a
 p0k and t1
!p1 $−b p01 

!    

!pk $−b p0k : Let w 

! q a! r 

!p0k : Then
with Lemma 3.3 we can nd some q0 2 S such that w0 

! q0 and q$−b q0: Noticing
that a 6  and $−b is a branching bisimulation, we have q0 

! u a! t0; q$−b u and
r $−b t0 for some u; t0 2 S: Thus, s0  w0 

! q0 

! u; s0 

! u; sBnbs1 ! s0

 w0 

! q0 

! u;
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sBb u; tBb t1 

!p1 $−b p01 

!   

!pk $−b p0k 

 r $−b t0; and tBb t0:
Subcase 2.2: s0 ! s1: It suces to set u u1 and t0 t1:
s
a−−−−−−−−−! t
Bnb B

b
s1
−! u1 a−! t1

?????y
s0
Subcase 2.3: s1
$−b s0: From Lemma 3.3, we know that s0 

! u0 and u1 $−b u0 for some
u0: Since $−b is a branching bisimulation and a 6 ; it leads to that there are u; t0 2 S
such that u0 

! u a! t0; u1 $−b u and t1 $−b t0: So s0 

! u0 

! u; s0 

! u; sBb u1 $−b u; sBb u;
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tBb t1 $−b t0; and tBb t0:
(() Similar to Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 3.5. If a transition system (S;!) is weakly conuent; then it is -inert
with respect to $−b (and $−w ).
Theorem 3.6. Weakly -conuent transition systems (according to Denition 3.2) is
-inert with respect to .
Proof. Suppose that (S;!) is a weakly -conuent transition system, x; y; s2 S;
= a1 : : : an 2 (ACT − fg)n and x !y: If y ) ; then it is obvious that x ). We
assume that x ) s and use induction on n to show that there exists t 2 S such that
y ) t. It is trivial for the case of n=0. Now, we consider the case of n= k + 1: In
this case, there is x0 2 S such that x a1) x0 a2 :::ak+1) s. Since (S;!) is weakly -conuent,
there are y0; y00 2 S and l2! such that x0 
l
!y0  y00 and y a1 y00. Noting a1 6; we
have y
a1)y00:
By using the induction hypothesis l times, we can nd some u2 S such that
y0
a2 :::ak+1) u: Furthermore, y0  y00 leads to y00 a2 :::ak+1) t for some t 2 S:
4. Conclusion
As an improvement of the main results in [2], the new concepts of weak conuence
and weak $−b ,$−b -conuence are proposed. One of the advantages of these concepts
over Groote and Sellink’s original ones is that weak $−w (resp. $−b )-conuence is
equivalent to -inertness with respect to $−w (resp. $−b ) (cf. Theorems 3.2 and 3.4)
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and weak -conuence implies -inertness with respect to  (cf. Theorem 3.6) without
the assumption of -well-foundedness. In another sider, however, the notion of weak
conuence presented in this paper is harder to check than that one in [2].
One of the interesting problems for further studies is whether various conuences are
preserved by operations of transition systems introduced by Winskel and Nielsen [7].
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